New strategies for BMT, organ transplantation, and regeneration therapy.
Bone marrow transplantation (BMT) is becoming a powerful strategy for the treatment of hematologic disorders, congenital immunodeficiencies, metabolic disorders and also autoimmune diseases. We have previously found using various animal models for spontaneous autoimmune diseases, that allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (allo BMT) can be used to prevent and treat various autoimmune diseases. In addition, we have found that autoimmune diseases are stem cell disorders. However, in MRL/lpr mice, which are radiosensitive (<8.5 Gy), we found that conventional BMT had only a transient effect on autoimmune diseases, which were found to recur. Therefore, we concentrated on discovering new strategies to prevent and treat autoimmune diseases in the radiosensitive and chimeric-resistant MRL/lpr mouse. Using MRL/lpr mice, we established a new method for allo BMT. In this method, whole bone marrow cells (BMCs), containing a small number of T cells and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), were directly injected into the bone marrow cavity (intra-bone marrow [IBM]-BMT). MRL/lpr mice treated with IBM-BMT survived more than 2 years without showing the symptoms of autoimmune diseases. To apply this BMT method to humans, we have also established a new method for BMC harvesting using cynomolgus monkeys. In this method, BMCs are harvested from the long bones using a "Perfusion Method" (PM) and the whole BMCs (including MSCs) are then injected directly into the IBM. We believe that this new method will become a powerful strategy for the treatment of various intractable diseases, including age-associated diseases such as osteoporosis.